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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present an animation sketching system using a two layered approach. Animation sketching is a popular technique to create informal animations but it is often suffered by the low-quality output due to a trade-off between convenience and complexity. Our aim is to support sketching practical animation scenes easily and fast while not complicating the simple sketching interface. The key idea is to combine two conceptual stop motion layers, a whiteboard and cutout animation layer, in a seamless interface. As a background, the whiteboard animation layer handles stroke-oriented objects, while the cutout animation layer takes charge of transform-oriented objects. We found that this approach enables users to express more complicated animation fast while still maintaining a concise sketching interface. We demonstrate the usability and flexibility through resulting animations from user experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Animation sketching is a popular technique to create animations easily for general users. Creating animations using sketches or gestures can be useful in many situations. Unlike complex traditional animation tools, it is easy, intuitive, and rapid in creating informal animations. When someone is explaining, teaching, or presenting something, he or she can deliver it more efficiently using some animations together because moving pictures can attract attention more than static ones.

The animation tools for this purpose have a different aim than others. It has to be easy to learn and quick to produce results. This is more important than producing a polished result. Previous animation sketching systems can produce a simple animation easily, but it is often not practical to make various animations due to lack of expression ability. A practical animation tool has to have enough flexibility to express various ideas while maintaining an easy and concise user interface. The problem is that, because a sketching interface basically has a low degree of freedom (DOF), its results tend to be of low quality. To produce a wide range of animation expression, a way overcoming these issues is needed.

In this paper, we present a concept of creating animations through manipulating animation objects like paper cutouts. Our method applies the concept of cutout animation and whiteboard animation for creating and displaying animation [1].
Our approach basically is an animation sketching system built upon using a motion-by-example technique that animates according to demonstrations made by a user. We also present a timeline control that is capable of coordinating complex motion, along with an editing method to apply multiple motions to an object.

1.1 Basic Concept

Anyone can utilize a whiteboard to aid his ideas for drawing various figures, diagrams, and text. A whiteboard has strong advantage over static drawing, but it is fairly tedious to express an animation with it. To create 'whiteboard animation', since it is stop-motion animation, every frame should be captured while erasing and redrawing the changed region. It may be better than flip book animation, in which everything has to be redrawn, but it is still a tedious job.

There is a simple method that makes whiteboard animation a lot easier – make an animated object into a movable paper cutout and then make an animation by manipulating it with the hands. This method might make the motion task easy and at the same time allow the whiteboard to be used as the background. This concept can be thought of as a hybrid form of whiteboard animation and cutout animation. In whiteboard animation, expressing text, line, background, and some drawing effects can be handled easily. In cutout animation, object motion can be handled easily because all the objects are paper cutouts. We have explored how to exploit these two animation methods in computer-aided animation tools for improving output quality, reducing user interaction, and addressing some issues in animation sketching.

Our method was inspired by movie clips of Common Craft Show (http://commoncraft.com). Their service is explaining various topic by using animated paper cutouts and marker ink on whiteboard as shown in Figure 1(a).

1.2 Contributions

The primary benefits of our approach are as follows: a fast animation creation process due to small delays in object selection; the ability to express detailed objects or complex motion; the ability to use image objects; and the ability to apply multiple motions by editing a moving object.

Our method has a short selection time. The delay in object selection is a typical problem of previous stroke-oriented animation systems [2-5]. It not only causes time delays but also might result in a considerable decrease in usability as the number of objects in an animation increases. Since every stroke is considered a movable object, almost every instance of applying motion requires a lassoing selection. In our approach, instead of selecting individual strokes, a user creates and selects a paper cutout object that contains drawing. It is already logically distinct by a user as a movable object since the beginning. This helps users to manipulate and edit complex motions, and this cutout concept makes support for image object and detailed drawing more natural.

Our system also introduces a novel method for applying multiple motions. One of the difficulties of sketching animation is making compound motions such as changing an object's size or orientation during its movement. They are often required in some kinds of animations, but they could not be freely handled using previous approaches.
2. RELATED WORK

Sketching interfaces offer a natural method of interaction because they mimic the traditional pencil-and-paper method. Recently, many sketch-based approach have been presented in computer animations.

There have been many sketching systems aimed for specific purposes include math equation [6], rigid-body simulation [7], physics-based mechanical simulation [8], and character animation [9]. However, here we focus animation sketching interfaces that for creating general animation.

Kato et al. proposed a prototype system called KOKA [10,11]. In their system, line gestures, similar to the motion lines used in cartoons, are interpreted as motion commands like rotation, translation, and oscillatory motion. It aims to communicate well with real-time observers and the animation system itself. In KOKA, sketching is used only to specify animation, not to handle object creation. A similar approach was taken by Rogers in the system called Living Ink [5]. Rogers formed an optimistic view of the prospects for creating real-time animation in the system. Its basic interaction paradigm is stack based. Compared to KOKA, it opted for a more conservative solution such that movements could be specified with visible sketched strokes. These two approaches are appropriate to communicate with real-time observers, but gesture-oriented systems can only handle relatively simple animation and are not yet capable of dealing with various types of animation due to ambiguity problem.

Moscovitch et al. proposed the idea of animating 2D sketched shapes using motion-by-example in their prototype system RaceSketch [4]. In their system, the animator simply grabs an object, and moves it about as he likes, and then the position and timing information is recorded and the motion can then be played back. Also it addresses problems such as time warping for timing control, a multi-layering method for composed motion, and freeform skeletal control. The K-Sketch is another approach based on motion-by-example by Davis et al. [2,3]. They conducted field studies to find out how an informal animation tool might be used. Their goal was not to design novel interaction techniques but rather to focus on high-level choices regarding tool features. These motion recording approaches are intuitive for handling low-level motions.

3. ANIMATION SKETCHING SYSTEM

3.1 Creating Animation Objects

Animation objects can be created in two ways in our system. As shown in Figure 1(b), one is a paper cutout object, which can be manipulated like a paper cutout, to express moving objects. It is displayed as a transparent sheet on which pen strokes can be drawn. The other one is a marker ink object, which is usually used for drawing text, lines, arrows, background drawings, and various effects like smoke, wind, water, etc. If a user selects the pen mode and draws, a paper cutout object is created, and if a user selects the marker mode and draws, marker ink is then drawn in background.

3.2 Creating Paper Cutouts

When a user creates a paper cutout object, its size and position should be specified. We thought that this could be somewhat of a burden to a user. Therefore, we decided to make this step automatically so as not to sacrifice the benefit of the simple object creation process compared to previous systems. If a user draws on a canvas, a small paper cutout object is created automatically, and its size is expanded as the drawing gets bigger.

When a new stroke is being applied, based on whether the user's drawing is inside of existing paper cutout objects or not, the decision to append strokes on it or to create a new paper cutout object is made. If a user keeps drawing on an existing...
paper cutout object, all the strokes are appended to the object without increasing the number of animation objects. If a user keeps drawing outside of the objects, in the background, new paper cutout objects are created continuously.

One benefit of this data structure is that an image can be used as a background instead of a transparent background without any further changes. Our system supports a scissors mode for image cutout. In addition, a user can modify the clipped image by drawing on it.

3.3 Drawing Marker Ink

A marker ink object is the one used to draw on the background of an animation, behind the paper cutout objects. By drawing on a background after selecting the marker, a marker ink object is created, and the system remembers every drawing point. Therefore, when the animation is playing, a marker ink object drawn in pause status appears instantly, while the others drawn in play status appear gradually as they are recorded.

3.4 Animation Object Manipulation

A sketching interface has little degree of freedom. Therefore manipulating objects is not easy. Therefore, solutions to address this problem have been studied by many researchers. One method is using a menu interface by which a user can perform a specific movement or transform an object. This is an easy and intuitive method for novice users. Our approach is similar to this method, but the difference is that instead of popping up the menu on the events, each paper cutout object has manipulation areas on itself. This approach helps in manipulating animation objects like real paper cutouts. Figure 2 shows the manipulation areas of a paper cutout object.

3.5 Multiple Motion Control

Our system supports multiple motions of paper cutout objects. A user can change an object’s size, orientation, or opacity value while it is slowly moving. In sketch environments, a user can manifest only one point at a time using a pen or a mouse. It is a difficult problem to perform both movement and rotation at the same time. Indeed, previous animation sketching systems proposed a technique for controlling multiple motions.

In K-Sketch, movement and rotation operations are recorded separately for making an object rotate while it is moving. For example, if we want to create an animation of a rolling stone falling down a slope, First, a user draws a stone and rotates it, and then he selects both the object and the rotating motion path and moves them together down a slope. This approach is appropriate to create rough motion, but it is not capable of making motions that change orientation freely along the motion path.

In our approach, we first records the movement and then applies orientation along the motion path. After the object’s motion path is established, a method to assign orientation value gradually is needed. To assign an orientation value to a moving object by sketching input, two methods are considered. One is displaying a menu at the static position on the background while the object moves on, letting the user handle orientation, scale, or opacity value through that menu. The other method is to fix the object at the center of the animation canvas and pop up a menu upon it so that a user can control the object’s attributes.
We compared these two methods in our initial experiments, and we found that the latter method offers better usability. Therefore, to fix an object at the center of an animation canvas, the concept of a camera mode is introduced. If the camera mode is selected, the target object is fixed at the center of an animation canvas. As the object is moving, the camera also moves along with the object; thus, the target object is always fixed at the center of an animation canvas. At the same time, as shown in figure 2(b), a menu for editing attributes pops up on it so that a user can manipulate the object by clicking and handling it. In camera mode, animation time slowly advances so that the user can manipulate it easily.

3.6 Recording Motions

To record the motion of animation objects, our system provides two methods. One is real-time recording such that a user’s motion is recorded in real-time while the system’s time is going on. The other is procedural recording that records only while a user’s manipulation is being applied.

When a user presses the play button and then manipulates an object, the motion is recorded in real time. However, unwanted blank spaces may occur because time keeps going even while the user is interacting with the menu. Through our experiments, we found that this real-time recording technique is generally difficult for coordinating motions because it is a quite burden to a user to make the timing right while time goes by. Therefore, we think that this method might be more appropriate for drawing a marker ink object, which is more natural for a real-time recording environment and requires little timing sense on the part of the user.

The procedural recording is not a real-time technique. It offers a big advantage in controlling motion not in a hurry. Therefore, it typically produces motion of better quality. To perform procedural recording, a user clicks a button at the center of a paper cutout object as shown in figure 3(n). When the button turns red, it is in the procedural recording state. The user grabs the object by an area of preferred operation and moves it, and then every motion is recorded only while a motion is being applied.

3.7 Editing Motions

Users can edit a recorded motion by going back in time and recreating the motion all over again. Modification can be done from that position by moving the object with procedural or real-time recording. The motion of each paper cutout object is displayed as a path of points over time, and a user can modify the motion by erasing the path directly.

To do this, users simply click the eraser button and then erases the desired region of the motion path. The erased path disappears. If the motion path is divided in two by erasing in the middle of the path, the object might stop at the end of the
first path for a while and then move on to the beginning of the next path.

3.8 Timing Control

The motion-by-example method is intuitive and fast to record motions but not precise. Timeline control is one of the refinement solutions of our system. After a motion is recorded, a time slider appears in the timeline control as shown in Figure 3(h). The timeline interface is a global control for displaying and controlling the time value of a current selected animation canvas. It displays information about the current canvas with a ruler, a slider, and bars. A user can designate the current time value by clicking or dragging at a certain point of a timeline interface.

In the timeline interface, each paper cutout object is displayed as a semi-transparent bar. Each line at the end of a bar indicates start time and end time. This simple concept helps a user to understand and to control timing intuitively, especially in case of coordinating complex motions.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

A brief overview of our system is shown in Figure 4. Our system is implemented in JavaScript for web environment. We intended this to allow users to create and share animations directly on a web page. A single line is to be inserted to the source web page to include our module written in JavaScript.

We use the <canvas> tag to use 2D vector graphics in Web browser. As shown in Figure 5, our system creates transparent layers and displays animations on it so that no changes to be made to a layout of the existing web page. In addition, instead of covering the whole page with an animation layer, a user can create multiple animation layers at the desired position and size.

We considered that our system would be used mainly in a Tablet PC environment. However, a desktop PC with a mouse also works well. Users can save animation results in a remote server for showing to every visitor of the web page.

![Fig. 4. A brief overview of our animation system](image1)

![Fig. 5. A transparent animation layer overlaid on a web page.](image2)
5. EXAMPLE SCENARIOS

We asked 13 novice participants to test our system: 8 graduate students and 5 undergraduate students. After 30 minutes of training, we asked them to create a simple animation among some topics of their choice. The following animation examples are some selections from these user experiments. Each example took about 10–20 minutes to animate.

5.1 2 on 2 Basketball

As shown in Figure 6, the animation displays a short basketball game. Its running time is about 39 seconds, and it took about 6 minutes to create. The animation was overlaid on a page in a basketball Web site.

First, the hoop was drawn with a marker as the background. Then a ball and a player were drawn with a pen, and then other players were duplicated. A generated motion has many complicated and overlapped motions.

5.2 Intersection

Figure 7 shows an intersection where many cars passing by. The running time of this animation is only 6 seconds, but it took about 8 minutes to create.

The animated objects are all images of different cars. 5 cars drive through the intersection almost at the same time without a crash. The participant generated this animation by adjusting each car’s timing by dragging each bar in the timeline control.

5.3 Escape from a Rocket

Figure 8 shows an animation about an escape from a rocket crash. The rocket is getting smaller as it falls, and an explosion grows bigger at a fixed point. The pilot’s form is changed on some occasions. This was done by replacing it with a
new paper cutout object. The running time of this animation is about 18 seconds, and it took about 15 minutes to create.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The animation sketching methods, including our system presented here, are not substitutes for the existing professional animation tools and techniques. These are highly accessible ways for users to create various animations in informal use. However, the previous methods are still not capable of expressing various kinds of appealing animations. We explored new techniques to tackle this problem.

Our system provides greater usability and flexibility in creating and manipulating animation objects. The experimental results show that our method makes it easy to create appealing animations, and it is more capable of expressing complex motion and detailed drawing than previous methods while still requiring minimal user interaction.

Although we have overcome some limitations of previous methods, animation sketching techniques still need to be improved in many ways. In the near future, we will continue to investigate methods to increase usability and animation quality. We plan to implement a template interface to make an animation process easy for novice users who need more artistic assistance. Also, we are interested in extending the method for a multi-touch interface. Finally, we plan to run an evaluation in educational environments to fully demonstrate the usability of our tool.
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